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 Many anatomy courses nowadays begin with the 'atlas test'---reading the first page of the textbook and then being required to
locate the part they are studying on a 3D rendering of an atlas. Knowing the precise location of the structures on the text is a key
first step towards becoming a confident clinical practitioner. There are many books that have been created to enable the reader

to locate anatomic landmarks and structures on a 3D rendering. Examples of this type of book include the British Journal of
Surgery Atlas by Smith et al. \[[@CR4]\], which combines detailed drawings with the anatomical context in which they occur.
The comprehensive volume of *The Atlas of Human Anatomy* is not just a reference atlas for the dissecting room; it is also

a beautifully illustrated, full-colour atlas of the whole human body \[[@CR5]\]. Facing the atlas test with this new book in hand
will be a fantastic way to start your anatomy course. It may even persuade you to change careers from science to medicine. You
can start by studying the human anatomy chapter in the book and then refer to it whenever you need an anatomical illustration.

This is an excellent way to learn more about anatomy as well as other subjects covered in the book. Finally, and most
importantly, you will learn to locate the structures you are studying in the human body. **Publisher's Note** Springer Nature

remains neutral with regard to jurisdictional claims in published maps and institutional affiliations. Q: How to create or save an
Alert in iOS with Swift I want to create an Alert like the one in the background image below. How can I make one in Swift?

Example of what I want A: In iOS 8 and later the userInfo dictionary property is added to the NSUserNotification class. import
Foundation import UIKit func showAlert(userInfo: [AnyHashable: Any], userInfoText: String) { let userNotification =
NSUserNotification() userNotification.title = userInfoText userNotification.informativeText = userInfoText let alert =
UIAlertController(title: nil, message: nil, preferredStyle:.Alert) alert.addAction(UIAlertAction(title: "Ok 82157476af
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